As a global market leader, SIGOS offers quality assurance systems for mobile network
operators and other leading mobile communication companies in over 150 countries
worldwide.

SIGOS is looking for a disciplined, self-motivated, organized, logical and analytical Technical Sales Test Automation
Expert for our SIGOS App Experience (appexperience.sigos.com). The App Experience monitoring and test platform
infrastructure is distributed across multiple data centers in North America, Europe, and Asia (and continues to grow).

Technical Sales Test Automation Expert
Fulltime │ location: Nuremberg

Technical Sales Engineer is the primary technical resource on the App Experience sales team working closely with
customer accounts. The Technical Sales Expert is dedicated to a sales territory working closely with Account
Managers. The team works together to achieve or exceed mutual sales targets.
Your tasks:

Your profile:

▪

▪

▪
▪

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Presenting SIGOS App Experience solutions during
customer meetings
Recording, testing, and troubleshooting of customer
tests scenarios
Assisting the sales team in meeting and exceeding
fiscal year revenue objectives by providing highquality technical support
Assisting during all phases of the solution sales cycle
Working with customers and corporate resources such
as technical support
Product management to expedite resolution on
escalated issues
Maintaining open lines of communication with
Product Management, Engineering, and Operations
staff to effectively resolve bugs and service issues
Travelling up to max 50% of the time, mostly in EU
and sometimes to APAC, ME and Africa

▪

▪
▪

▪

▪

▪

University degree in IT, Engineering or comparable
branch of studies
4+ years of experience in developing, maintaining, and
executing automated testing solutions in Quality
Assurance/Development or Sales Engineering roles
Extensive experience with mobile application software
development and deployment
Ability to analyse business and technical requirements
and issues, and recommendation of software
solutions
Knowledge about developing automated test scripts
using test automation tools and frameworks such as
Appium, UFT etc.
Expertise in developing automated scripts using
programming and scripting languages such as Java,
C/C++, Calabash, Python etc.
Knowhow of integration tools such as Jenkins and
visualization tools such as Splunk

You can expect…
… a diversified range of tasks and responsibilities in a dynamic and growing company
… interesting opportunities for further professional development
… an open and social organizational culture in an international atmosphere
Did we spark your interest?
Then we look forward to receiving your full application materials including details about your motivation, your salary
expectations and your earliest possible start date via e-mail* at: jobs@sigos.com
SIGOS GmbH
│ Elif Balci
Klingenhofstrasse 50 d │+49 (0)911 / 9 51 68 - 133
DE-90411 Nuremberg │ www.sigos.com
*unencrypted

